Home survival weekly plan
Please don’t forget to follow the 7 weeks sheets set out in the pack.

Ideas for activities at home week commencing……………………….
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Handwriting

Complete page
from pack or dojo

Complete page
from pack or dojo

Complete page
from pack or dojo

Complete page
from pack or dojo

Complete page
from pack or dojo

Reading. A

Reading for 20
minutes. Find 5

Reading for 20
minutes. Write

Reading for 20
minutes. How did

Reading for 20
minutes. Choose a

Reading for 20
minutes. Choose

words which add
atmosphere to the
book. Use them in
your own sentence

down 10 questions
you’d want to ask
the characters
from the book.

a character show
our school values
of being a Cray
Learner?

decision the
character has made
and write reasons
‘for’ and ‘against’.

the favourite page
you’ve read today
and create an
illustration for it.

Create 8
sentences which
use of a colon and
commas
2x tables
10 , 100 and 1000
times larger eg.
2x5=10 20x5=?

Create 8
sentences which
show apostrophes
for contractions
5x tables
10 , 100 and 1000
times larger eg.
3x5=15 3x500=?

Practise spelling
words from year
5/6 word list

Practise spelling
words from year
5/6 word list

11 x tables
10 , 100 and 1000
times larger eg.
11x4=44 11x40=?

2+5+10+11 x
tables

2 pages per day or
complete week2
from
whiterosemaths
Link on dojo

Arithmetic Test
Sheet. I’ve
uploaded more on
classdojo.

comprehension
is on the class
dojo.

Spag

Times tables
practise
Maths

2 pages per day or
complete week2
from
whiterosemaths
Link on dojo

Science
Ppt and info on
dojo

STAR

Create 8
sentences to show
examples of
personification
10 x tables
10 , 100 and 1000
times larger
eg.9x10=90
90x100=?
2 pages per day or 2 pages per day or
complete week2
complete week2
from
from
whiterosemaths
whiterosemaths
Link on dojo
Link on dojo
To recognise that some mechanisms,
including levers, pulleys and gears, allow a
smaller force to have a greater effect.
Explore different mechanisms and designs
eg gears on a bike, water mill etc.

Research about
Anglo Saxon beliefs.
You can present your
information in leaflet,
ppt or poster. Links
on dojo.

RE

Find out all you
can about the
festival Ramadan.
Please create a
poster or leaflet to
explain all about it.

PE

Watch the clip https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/av/gymnastics/52433308 from the gymnast
Katelyn Ohashi. See if you can do the exercise routine she does. You do not have to
attempt the task she does at the end. If you want to post these please do.

Music
The song this
week is linked to
the comprehension
also
Let It Be by the
Beatles.
Links on the dojo.

Listen to the song
‘Let It Be’ which is
linked to our
comprehension.
What does it make
you feel? What
instruments can you
hear? What images
do they paint in your
mind? What is it
about?

